Support others to learn and grow! Here you can find voluntary opportunities to mentor or tutor other students. Helping others to learn and be successful develops your own skills in communication and leadership, as well as building your self confidence. It’s also a great way to give back what you have learnt about successful university life and study to newer students.

Many of these opportunities have been approved by UNSW Advantage as eligible for recognition on your Australian Higher Education Graduation Statement (AHEGS).
Art Gallery and Confucius Institute Mentor Program

Art Gallery NSW and Confucius Institute Mentor Program aims to engage 10 Mandarin speaking students from the Confucius Institute at UNSW with the Community Ambassadors and artworks from the Gallery's exhibition...
ASPIRE Ambassador

ASPIRE is an award-winning outreach program working in communities where the number of students who go on to university is low. Our aim is to help students who are experiencing educational disadvantage discover that...

ASPIRE Click-on Mentoring Program

Click-on Mentoring is a unique program to help regional high school students be more proactive about planning their future before they leave school. Students join in a series of online discussions with current UNSW...
Aviation Student Mentor Program

Designed for the members of the Aviation Society, and specifically those enrolled in a degree under the School of Aviation, the Student Mentor Program assists first year students with transition and learning upon...

BITSA Buddies Peer Mentoring Program
BITSA Buddies Peer Mentoring Program

BITSA Buddies Peer Mentoring is a unique program offering one-on-one peer mentoring session with an older Information Systems Student. Mentees are paired with a handpicked Mentor and will have flexible sessions as...

BRIGHTSIDE

Please note this program is NOT accredited by UNSW Advantage.
BRIGHTSIDE, run by Arc, is an artistic mentoring program that pairs up UNSW students with disengaged and at-risk Sydney youth, to inspire and...
Business Communication Mentor Program (BCoMP)

BCoMP establishes a community of business communication mentors who are motivated to help other students with less experience in oral communication. The mentors will develop and deliver a variety of oral...

Career Ready Mentoring Program
Career Ready Mentoring Program

The UNSW Arts & Social Sciences Career Ready Mentoring Program connects students in their penultimate or final year of study with established alumni industry professionals, providing students with practical...

Colombuddy Program, Student Accommodation

Colombuddy Leaders work within the program to help new Colombo House residents adjust, learn and get settled into UNSW life. Leaders also help new residents find friends on arrival to Colombo House, UNSW and Sydney...
CREATE NSW Inc Activities

CREATE NSW Inc runs activities for the Students of UNSW, aiming to enable the students to develop skills and experience through running workshops and a parts store on campus, while also running several projects that...
Cultural Mentor Program, UNSW Student Development International

Cultural Mentors are students who provide valuable support and advice to commencing international students. Cultural Mentors are provided with training and the opportunity to develop communication, organisation and...

HESS Houseparent Program

The Honeywell Engineering Summer School brings together approximately 100 students from across NSW and ACT who are about to enter their final year of high school (year 12). The Head Houseparent manages a team of 11...
Indigenous Tutorial Assistance Scheme

The Indigenous Tutorial Assistance Scheme (ITAS) is an academic initiative of the Commonwealth Department of Industry, Innovation, Climate Change, Science, Research and Tertiary Education (DIICCSRTE) which aims to...

International Student Development Discussion Group
International Student Development Discussion Group

The Student Development International Discussion Groups are led by a dedicated team of student volunteers called the Discussion Group Team. In an informal, friendly setting, international students can improve their...

LawPLUS First Years' Mentoring Program

UNSW LawPLUS is a peer mentoring program designed to help new students adjust to university life and the Law School. LawPLUS aims to introduce newcomers to the vibrant student culture and inclusive environment of the...
Maker Mentor Program

Students learn about new and existing technologies in the field of rapid prototyping, and extend themselves by applying this knowledge to teaching their fellow students and advancing projects being...
Matraville Education Partnership

UNSW School of Education partners with Matraville High School to deliver a suite of academic and creative enrichment programs to students at the school, their families, and the wider community. Matraville High School...

Mature Age Peer Mentoring Program

A student's first year at university can be exciting but at times challenging. While mature age students will face similar concerns to other new students at UNSW, we recognise they may have additional issues to...
Mentor for Personalised English Language Enhancement (PELE) Program

The UNSW Personalised English Language Enhancement (PELE) program is a self-directed English enhancement program open to all Arts and Social Sciences students, including commencing and continuing. This program is...

Midyear Peer Mentoring Program
Midyear Peer Mentoring Program

The Midyear Peer Mentoring Program supports new students commencing in Semester 2 to make a smooth transition to university life. Mentors are senior students across a diverse range of university faculties and courses...

Peer Mentor (Postgraduate), School of Materials Science and Engineering

The School of Materials Science and Engineering Postgraduate Society (MSE PGSOC) runs the peer mentoring program for new research postgraduate students commencing throughout the year. The program is tailored to...
Peer Mentor (Postgraduate), UNSW Business School

The Graduate Student Association in the UNSW Business School runs a peer mentoring program to assist all new UNSW Business School postgraduate students to make a successful transition to studying in the UNSW Business...
Peer Mentor, UNSW Built Environment

The Built Environment Peer Mentoring program, in association with the newly established Built Environment Student Association (BESA), aims to maintain a community within the Faculty of Built Environment that seeks to...

Peer Mentor, UNSW Business School

The UNSW Business Society's flagship Peer Mentoring Program (PMP) is an annual program that is aimed to help guide and transition incoming first year business students into university life, a process which can often...
Peer Mentor, UNSW Engineering

UNSW Engineering has a mentoring program to help new students make a smooth transition to university life. Meetings with mentors usually run for the first 4 weeks of Semester 1. Flexible First Year students can join...
Peer Mentor, UNSW Medicine

The UNSW Medical Society mentoring program sees senior students (second year and above) grouped with first year students to ease the transition into life as a medical student at UNSW. Mentors serve in a non-academic...

Peer Mentor, UNSW Science

The UNSW Science Peer Mentoring Program is available to students in the majority of undergraduate science degree programs. The following schools offer their own programs.

Optometry and Vision SciencePsychology,...
Peer Mentoring Program, UNSW Master of Translation and Interpreting

The UNSW Master of Translation Interpreting Peer Mentoring Program is aimed to create a collaborative learning environment where students help each other with newly acquired knowledge and skills in the field of...

Peer Mentoring, UNSW Arts and Social Sciences
Peer Mentoring, UNSW Arts and Social Sciences

If you are: high-energy and positive, keen to make the most of opportunities, and want to be part of a fun and dynamic team to help others, register to be a Peer Mentor for new students joining...

Peer Tutor, UNSW Law

The Peer Tutor Program is available to Law dual degree students and Juris Doctor (JD) students in their first year of Law School. The aim of the program is to develop your understanding of legal concepts and skills...
Psychology Graduate-Honours Mentoring Program

Graduate Mentors volunteer to support Honours students throughout the year. They demonstrate leadership by providing advice and coaching to their mentees on topics such as coping with the challenges of a research...
Shack Tutoring

Shack Tutoring is a program that provides a free tuition service to local high school & primary school students who cannot access a required paid tuition service. It runs on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays of...

UNSW Business School Peer Assisted Study Sessions

Peer Assisted Study Sessions (PASS) offers free, weekly, out-of-class study sessions to all students enrolled in a targeted course. They are facilitated by a leader (or leaders) who are students who have previously...
UNSW Language Exchange Program

Please note this program is not accredited by UNSW Advantage. The UNSW Language Exchange Program allows UNSW students from Australia and overseas to meet and exchange language and cultural insights in a relaxed...

UNSW School of Education Course Assistance Academic Mentoring Scheme (CAAMS)
UNSW School of Education Course Assistance Academic Mentoring Scheme (CAAMS)

CAAMS is available to students enrolled in EDST2003. EDST2003 is a required core course in the UNSW Bachelor of Education program. The EDST2003 Course Assistance and Mentoring Scheme (CAAMS) offers free, out-of-class...

UNSW Society of Petroleum Engineers Mentoring Program

The UNSW Society of Petroleum Engineers Mentor creates an inclusive and cohesive atmosphere within the Petroleum Engineering student cohort for all students. To achieve this, mentors work with mentees to share their...
A week-long residential camp at UNSW for school-aged girls that aims to attract, engage and inspire prospective female engineering students. Students will be working in teams on an engineering design challenge to...
Women In Technology Empowerment Program

The Empowerment Program aims to encourage and inspire female students, primarily interested in the technology industry. They are able to obtain professional development by further building hard and soft skills in...
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